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Background information
• The Department of Population, Ministry of Labour, 

Immigration and Population of the Government of 
Myanmar has undertaken the 2014 Population and 
Housing Census after 31 years and hence with very 
low capacity on the different  aspects of the census 
taking. 

• It has adopted the OMR/ICR for data capture with 
technical assistance from external experts. 

• For 2024 MPHC, it will be good if electronic data 
collection will be implemented but the capacity of the 
staff and infrastructure have to be developed.     



Background information

• Census enumeration was carried out between 
30 March and 10 April, 2014

• A de facto type of enumeration with face-to 
face interviews was implemented 

• One long questionnaire was used in all 
households (41 questions)

• In institutions, questionnaire with 11 
questions from the main form was used

• About 80,000 enumerators and 40,000 
supervisors were deployed across the country



Rationale

• To assist the Government of Myanmar in its 

decision to whether use electronic data collection 

for the 2024 Population and Housing Census or to 

maintain the current method which is paper-

based data collection.



Experience in Data Processing

• Scanning technology was used with 8 scanners 

from DRS Services Limited, a company 

contracted by UNFPA

• The scanners use both OMR (Optical Mark 

Reader) and ICR (Intelligent Character 

Recognition)

• All the scanners have been networked to the 

database server 



Experience in Data processing

• Character Inspection and Key Correction
o The system highlights all captured handwritten characters with

which it has low levels of confidence (mostly due to bad

handwriting)

o Operator examines these characters in bulk (Character Inspection),

flags them and passes them on to Key Correction

o Key Correction – correcting the flagged character or accepting it as

valid

o Operator is presented with an image of the appropriate part of the

form and an indication of the error

o Operator either corrects the error, accept the character as it is, or

pass to a Supervisor for resolution



Experience in Data processing

• Coding
o Ethnicity (other “914”), Occupation and Industry written as free text

during enumeration, hence cannot be captured using OMR or ICR

technology

o Enumerators wrote the description of the Occupation and Industry

in the questionnaire

o Census Office developed the coding index for occupation and

industry based on ISCO 2008 and ISIC version 4

o To improve quality of coding, each questionnaire is being coded by

two operators (“double-blind” coding)

o If the two operators have coded differently, the questionnaire

automatically goes to the Supervisor to make a determination on

the correct code



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Time for processing

- Will the process shorten the data processing 

period?

• Financial consideration

- Will it be cheaper or more expensive than 

paper-based data collection?



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Capacity of the data collection

- Paper-based data collection is easier to learn 

than electronic data collection 

- Will the data collectors in remote areas be 

able to learn how to properly use the 

machine for data collection?



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Infrastructure - Electric power in remote places

- What about areas without 

electricity?

- Internet access for uploading   

the collected data 

- What about areas without 

internet access; how to send 

the collected data?



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Capacity of the device 

- Can the device store enough memory?

• Back up system

- If the device is lost or stops working

- If the data lost in the process, difficult to go 

back to those areas to re-enumerate 

- How the data will be backing up?



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Security concerns 

- Some respondents especially in insecure areas 

do not want their location to be recorded

- Is it possible not to record their location?

- Will data security be assured during data 

collection, transfer, and storage?



Considerations on the use of 

electronic data collection

• Technology is changing fast 

- Current system used may be different from 
the next census/survey

- How can we use the device for future census?

• Capacity of the organization to handle 
electronic data collection

- IT infrastructure and human resources

- Can the organization with lack of experience 
much on IT be able to process the data from 
electronic data collection? 
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